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About Speaker

Bing Sun is a senior security researcher, and now he is leading the IPS security research team of 
McAfee. He has extensive experiences in operating system low-level and information security 

technique R&D, with especially deep diving in advanced vulnerability exploitation and detection, 
Rootkits detection, firmware security and virtualization technology. Moreover, Bing is also a regular 

speaker at international security conference, such as XCon, Black Hat and CanSecWest.



• As fine-grained Control Flow Integrity (CFI) enforcement schemes are gradually adopted by major applications, the existing 

memory vulnerability exploitation techniques that rely on control-flow hijacking begin to lose their effectiveness. As a result of 

this trend, the data-only attack technique has emerged. However, the main drawback of the current data-only attacks is that 

such attacks assume that the application's critical data are unprotected. Unfortunately, such an assumption doesn't always hold 

true. For example, ntdll.dll, which is the core Windows NT subsystem library, protects its critical data using "read-only" memory 

attribute. Consequently, the data-only attack has now been escalated to the contending of read-only memory, which certainly 

demands more advanced techniques. Today most methods of making read-only memory writable, either via out-of-context 

function calls or through natural program flow, rely on calling a type of functions that can change memory protection. Since 

such memory access protection changes deviate from the application's original logic, these attacks can be easily defeated by 

introducing additional logic to verify the target address of memory protection change request. In this talk, we will introduce 

some novel data-only corruption techniques that force an application to voluntarily release its protected memory without 

disrupting the application's original logic. We'll present some interesting examples to show how to use such advanced data-

only corruption technique to hijack read-only memory and bypass memory mitigation. First, we will use a skillful method to 

force eShims.dll to unlock its protected memory section, and corrupt certain critical data therein to bypass CFG. We will then 

leverage the combination of data-only corruption and race condition technique to generate arbitrary code in WARP JIT code 

page to bypasses both DEP and CFG. In addition, we will discuss ways to prevent or mitigate such attacks, and conduct live 

demonstrations of the attacks being discussed. 
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• A compiler-aided exploitation mitigation mechanism that prevents exploit from hijacking the control flow. 

• The compiler adds CFG check at each indirect control transfer instruction (call/jmp), and at runtime the CFG 

check function validates the target address of control transfer instruction against a pre-configured CFG 

bitmap to determine whether the target in question is valid or not. The process will be terminated when an 

unexpected target address is identified.

• The Relative Virtual Address (RVA) of all valid control transfer targets determined at the time of compilation 

are stored in a table of PE file (Guard CF Function table). During the PE module loading process, the loader 

reads CF information from this table and updates the CFG bitmap.

• The read-only CFG bitmap is maintained by the operating system, and part of the bitmap is shared by all 

processes. An even bit in CFG bitmap corresponds to one 16-byte aligned address, while an odd bit 

corresponds to 15 non-16-byte aligned addresses.

• When the PE module is loaded, __guard_check_icall_fptr is resolved to ntdll!LdrpValidateUserCallTarget. 

( __guard_dispatch_icall_fptr -> ntdll!LdrpDispatchUserCallTarget on 64-bit systems).

About CFG (Control Flow Guard)



The Principle of CFG on x64 (without Export Suppression)



• Corrupt function's return address on stack to hijack control flow.

• Abuse unenlightened module or JIT engine (without CFG).

• Transit via unguarded trampoline code.

• Call memory protection change type of functions (such as VirtualProtect) to modify read-only 

memory, either by calling the function out-of-context or triggering it through natural 

program flow.

• COOP (Counterfeit Object-Oriented Programming).

• …

Known CFG Bypass Methods



• Strictly speaking, data-only attack should manipulate only the program's data, without diverting its 

original execution flow (from the instruction control flow's perspective). Broadly speaking, for some 

coarse-grained CFI implementations (such as Microsoft's CFG), data-only attack may allow for some 

slight changes to the program's execution flow as long as the changes can pass the CFI check. 

• Examples of successful data-only attack：

CFG/DEP bypass: Load the disabled Silverlight ActiveX plugin on Microsoft Edge

CFG bypass: Abuse LdrpWork mechanism

• Any data that can be leveraged to alter the default behavior of a program could be of interest to 

the data-oriented attack, including unprotected .data section, unprotected heap/private data 

section and stack.  

• Most data-oriented attacks require the ability of arbitrary address read/write, being able to 

accurately locate the target data at runtime is the key to success. In addition, the existence of 

certain data is transient or time-sensitive, so the timing may play an important role in these cases.

Data-only Attack



• Rely on the fact that the key data of the operating system or application are unprotected (see 

above cases). 

• As many mitigation bypass methods continue to be disclosed to public and the operating 

systems keep improving their prevention/mitigation mechanism, the basic data-only attacks have 

become less effective. For example, ntdll.dll and eShims.dll both use .mrdata (mutable read-only 

data section) to store their critical data. 

• Although there are already some ways to unprotect read-only memory, most of these methods 

rely on calling a certain class of functions that can change the memory protection. Such a "passive 

unlocking" approach (from the memory owner's perspective) breaks the original program logic, 

so it can be invalidated by introducing additional checks (though Microsoft intends to address it 

in a more generic way).

• Data-only attacks must be used in combination with some other techniques, such as race 

condition, to accomplish more sophisticated attacks, which we call "advanced data-only attack".

The limitation of Current Data-only Attack



• Unlock the read-only section of eShims.dll using race condition technique.

• Modify WARP JIT code page using race condition technique.

Case Study of Advanced Data-only Attack



• eShims.dll uses a mutable read-only section .mrdata to store its critical data. 

• IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly(bool) function is used to lock/unlock the mutable read-

only section .mrdata.

• CShimBindings :: DllMainHook function needs to update some data in .mrdata, first it 

unlocks .mrdata by calling IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly (false), then makes updates, 

when it's done it calls IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly (true) again to lock .mrdata. 

• In CShimBindings::DllMainHook, between two calls to IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly, 

there is a small window of time in which .mrdata is readable and writable. CFG can be 

bypassed if another thread happens to preempt this small window to overwrite certain 

critical data in .mrdata (at the moment the current thread has been swapped out). 

The Race Condition Issue Regarding the 
Read-only Section of eShims.dll



The Race Condition Time Window in CShimBindings::DllMainHook



• How to trigger a call to CShimBindings::DllMainHook?

• How to keep triggering calls to CShimBindings::DllMainHook in a high-frequency？

• How to accurately determine the thread that manipulates .mrdata happens to be swapped 

out in that particular time window？

• How to bypass CFG after unlocking the read-only section of eShims.dll？

How to Exploit the Race Condition Issue 
Regarding the Read-only Section of eShims.dll?



• This function is called upon thread creation/termination or module loading/unloading, but only 

when the third argument (fdwReason) is DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH (module loading), will the code 

path that manipulates .mrdata be hit.

• Obviously, it's impractical to trigger this function naturally by constantly loading modules, so 

alternatively we will call it explicitly (for example, by calling the function out-of-context).

• Now almost all indirect control transfer instructions have CFG enforced, and this particular function, 

as a call target, can not pass CFG check.

• Fortunately, its parent function (CShimBindings::s_DllMainHook) is a valid function call target. In 

fact, as the hook handler for DllMain function of many modules, the parent function itself is 

supposed to be a valid call target.

• Eventually, we managed to indirectly trigger the code that manipulates .mrdata in 

CShimBindings::DllMainHook by redirecting certain memory indirect function call to 

CShimBindings::s_DllMainHook (HINSTANCE, 1, void *).

How to Trigger a Call to CShimBindings :: DllMainHook?



• The core idea of race condition attack is to improve the chance of successful attack by 

increasing the exposure of the target function.

• Calling the target function in an ordinary Javascript loop can indeed achieve "constant", 

but not "high-frequency". Here we used some trick to create a tight loop by dynamically 

modifying JS bytecode in memory to significantly increase the frequency of function call. 

Due to time constraints, the details will be discussed in the future.

• In addition, such a race condition attack usually requires two threads that execute truly 

concurrently. One thread keeps triggering the target function, while the other as the 

attack thread executes "read-judge" and "write" logic in a loop. In our Proof-of-Concept 

implementation, the main Javascript thread acts as the attack thread, and it creates a Web 

Worker thread to trigger the target function.

How to Keep Triggering Calls to DllMainHook
In a High-frequency？



• If we somehow obtain the stack address of the worker thread, we'll then be able to 

speculate the current execution position of that thread based on the return address of 

some specific function call saved on the stack. On a specific OS version and under the 

same call sequence, the stack offset at which the return address of that function call is 

saved is generally fixed.

• In this particular case, there is one variable that happens to explicitly indicate the 

current memory protection of .mrdata section (see next page).

How to Accurately Determine the Execution 
Position of Worker Thread?



IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly

IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly

uses a global variable 

g_fMrdataReadOnly to indicate

the current memory protection 

of .mrdata (read-only or read-

writeable).

IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly(bool)



How to Bypass CFG After Unlocking the Read-
only Section of eShims.dll？

• This question is actually 
not very difficult, so we 
decide to leave it to the 
readers as an exercise.

• Find the hint in right side 
diagram.

The critical data in .mrdata



The Flow Chart of Race Condition Attack 
Against .mrdata Section of eShims.dll
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Demo: Unlock the Read-only Section (.mrdata) of eShims.dll Using 
Race Condition Technique
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d3d10warp.dll v10.0.10586.0 d3d10warp.dll v10.0.10586.420

Case Studies of CFG Bypass Issue Involving ＷARP JIT



Is the Patched Version Really Perfect?

d3d10warp.dll v10.0.10586.672



• When Edge detects the existence of incompatible graphics card, ACG allows threads to opt-out so 

that the Edge sandbox process can still perform in-process JIT.

• Although the WARP JIT engine chooses to use remote JIT (out-of-process JIT) by default, it can be 

forced to switch to local mode (in-process JIT) using simple data-only attack.

• During the process of WARP JIT code generation, the JIT code page keeps to be unprotected 

(readable and writable) until the whole JIT process completes, the page is then write-protected.

• In local mode, the WARP JIT engine fails to perform validation on the generated JIT code.

• Although WARP JIT engine code generation is relatively fast, the JIT compilation time can be 

forcibly stretched by feeding in a complex Shader.

• The WARP JIT engine runs in a separate worker thread, if another thread can overwrite the JIT 

code during the JIT compilation process exactly when the JIT thread being swapped out, it will 

then be possible to circumvent DEP/CFG. 

The Race Condition Issue Regarding 
WARP JIT Code Page



• How to force loading and enabling WARP on any platform?

• How to force WARP JIT engine to use local mode？

• How to prolong the JIT compilation time of WARP JIT engine?

• How to locate the WARP JIT code storage structure in memory and know when a new 

JIT code storage block is being created?

• How to determine whether the WARP JIT thread is swapped out during the JIT code 

generation process?

How to Exploit the Race Condition Issue 
Regarding WARP JIT Code Page?



• On some platforms, WARP is not enabled by default (for example, when the system already has 

a graphics card that supports D3D10). In these cases, before the attack first we have to force 

loading and enabling WARP (d3d10warp.dll), the concrete steps are as follows:

• First of all, try obtaining some important data structures of graphical display in Edge process:

edgehtml!CFastDOM::CWebGLRenderingContext -> edgehtml!CDXRenderTarget3D -> 

edgehtml!CDXSystem -> edgehtml!CDXSystemShared

• Nullify the pointer of edgehtml!CDXResourceDomain in edgehtml!CDXSystem and 

edgehtml!CDXSystemShared objects, so CDXSystemShared::EnsureResourceDomain will 

attempt to create a new CDXResourceDomain object next time when canvas.getContext

operation is performed.

• In addition, flip a bit in edgehtml!G_FeatureControlHelper (& 0xffffff7f) to force the system to 

use the D2D software (CDXGIHelper::ShouldUseD2DSoftware) when rebuilding the 

CDXResourceDomain object.

How to Force Loading and Enabling WARP 
on Any Platform?



The Call Stack of Edge Being Forced to Load WARP



• There are two flags in d3d10warp!UMDevice object that control whether the WARP JIT 

engine uses remote JIT or local JIT, and by default the remote JIT mode will be chosen. 

The remote JIT has a natural security boundary (process address space isolation) and 

JIT code validation mechanism, so in order to perform this race condition attack, we 

have to force the WARP JIT engine to switch to the local mode, which can be achieved 

by flipping one of these two flags. 

• d3d10warp!UMDevice object can be obtained as follows: edgehtml!CDXSystem -> 

edgehtml!CDXResourceDomain -> d3d11!CContext -> d3d10warp!UMDevice.

How to Force WARP JIT Engine to Use 
Local Mode?



d3d10warp!JITRenderContext::CompileProcessor

Determine which JIT 
mode to use depending 
on the flags in 
d3d10warp!UMDevice 
object.



• Constructing an oversized Shader can greatly extend the JIT code generation time of the WARP JIT 

engine, making it very likely that JIT worker thread will be swapped out during the JIT process.

• However, using an oversized Shader can bring a negative impact on this race condition attack. The 

preparation of Shader execution consists of two important stages, first compilation (Shader source 

code -> HLSL bytecode), and followed by JIT (HLSL bytecode -> native machine code). The former is 

taken in the main Javascript thread (by edgehtml.dll calling the compiler module d3dcompiler_47.dll), 

while the latter happens in a separate worker thread. Comparing to the JIT, the speed of source 

compilation is very slow, constantly compiling a large Shader will completely block the main 

Javascript thread, making it not usable for the attack.

• Our solution is to force the engine to enable the re-JIT mechanism by overwriting the 

d3d10warp!GForceReJIT flag so that only one iteration of source compilation is required, and 

subsequent JIT will reuse the same copy of compiled HLSL bytecode.

• In addition, we found that there is one more flag in d3d10warp!JITRenderContext (obtained from 

d3d10warp!UMDevice) that needs to be overwritten as well, which could be related to preventing the 

reentrancy of a drawing operation.

How to Prolong JIT Compilation Time of 
WARP JIT Engine？



Achieve The Reuse of HLSL Bytecode By 
Overwriting Certain Variable



• d3d10warp!CodeStorage structure holds a pointer to d3d10warp!CodeStorageChunck structure. 

Each time when executing the re-JIT, the pointer will be overwritten to point to a new 

CodeStorageChunck structure. By constantly monitoring the change of this pointer, we can get 

the newly generated code storage chunk structure. The address of d3d10warp!CodeStorage 

structure can be obtained by the following method: d3d10warp!UMDevice -> 

d3d10warp!JITRenderContext -> d3d10warp!PixelJITProcessor -> d3d10warp!CodeStorage

• d3d10warp!CodeStorageChunck structure holds the pointers to d3d10warp!CodeStorageSection 

structure of both data and code section, at some point when these two pointers become 

different from initially identical, it indicates the separation of the data and the code section has 

completed. At that point, we will be able to get the d3d10warp!CodeStorageSection structure of 

a code section in ready status.

• From the d3d10warp!CodeStorageSection structure of code section, we can get the actual 

address and size of the JIT code page that the WARP JIT engine is currently working on.

How to Locate the WARP JIT Code Page in Memory？



WARP JIT Engine's Internal Data Structure of 
JIT Code Storage

CodeStorageChunck

Code CodeStorageSection

CodeStorage
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JIT data

JIT code



• On the same operating system (i.e., the version of d3d10warp.dll), the same Shader HLSL 

bytecode always produces exactly the same native code during each JIT.

• Knowing the address of the WARP JIT code page, by constantly monitoring the generation 

of Prologue (such as 0x55) and Epilogue (such as 0xc3) instructions at fixed offsets of the 

generated JIT function, it is possible to accurately speculate whether the JIT process has 

completed or been Interrupted.

• If Prologue has been generated while Epilogue not, the JIT process must have been 

interrupted and the JIT code page is still left unprotected. We can jump in immediately to 

overwrite the Prologue, inserting any instruction. However, the instruction must be 

inserted at the place of Prologue because the WARP JIT engine sets only the JIT function's 

starting address as a valid call target (by calling kernelbase!SetProcessValidCallTargets)

How to Determine Whether the WARP JIT 
Thread is Swapped out？



The Flow Chart of Race Condition Attack Against 
WARP JIT Code Page
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Demo: Modify WARP JIT Code Page Using 
Race Condition Technique



• In a critical section that manipulates the protected memory, there should be 

nothing that can be leveraged by the attacker to extend the thread's execution 

time in the critical section.

• In memory, there should be no indicative data that help the attacker to 

determine the protected memory's current attributes and the program's 

current execution status.

Suggestions for Preventing Attacks Against 
the Protected Memory



• You are welcomed to send questions to Bing Sun @ bing_sun@mcafee.com

• Thanks MSRC for helping to analyze and confirm these issues in a timely manner.

• Special thanks to Haifei Li, Jifeng Zhu and McAfee IPS Security Research Team.

Q&A

mailto:bing_sun@mcafee.com


• <<JIT Spraying Never Dies - Bypass CFG By Leveraging WARP Shader JIT 

Spraying>>

• <<The Power of Data-Oriented Attacks: Bypassing Memory Mitigation Using 

Data-Only Exploitation Technique Part I>>

• <<The Power of Data-Oriented Attacks: Bypassing Memory Mitigation Using 

Data-Only Exploitation Technique Part II>>
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